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THE CLOSING .SALE-:OF THE SCHWAB EANKRUPT STOCK, 216 BROADWAY
.

Sale positively closes Saturday night, Feb. 3, 1906. We
will positively quit. THERE WILL BE NO CONTINUA must vacate our building on that date and
NCE OF THIS SALE. We have re-ma
every suit and overcoat in the house and have made reduct
rked
ion
s
tha
t
wil
l
sta
rtle the business world.
No such opportunity will ever occur again. We must quit; hen
ce these wonderful prices we are quotin
g

•

All suits which Schwab sold at,
$4 00 to $zo.00, bankrupt closing
price,
. $1.76 be $3.98
These goods are neat patterns
In
Worsted, Cassimeres and
--ChieTots, in all styles.

$i8 oo suits $7.48.
Hand

tailored,

grades, blacks and

the • finest
blues,

Silk

and Venetian Lined, round cut
mid double

$15.00 suits $5.96.
Excellent patterns in fancy
Cheviots, Cionimeres, all wool
Worsted, round cut and double
breasted, Schwab's price $15 oo,
Bankrupt closing price .•
$5.98.

$ee 5o

breasted,

Schwab's

Price $18.00, Bankrupt

closing

price

$7.48.

Overcoats, $9 98.

Fine tailored garments in medium box and long Coats with
or without belts. Schwab's price
ha. o, Bardtrupt closing price,
while they last
$9-98$ao.00
Overcoats

Extra fine grade in solid colors, black, blue, brown and :a
fancy
patterns,
all
styles,
Schwab's price $2o.00, Bankrupt
49c Men's Corduroy Pants, 49e•
closing price
$7.48.
while they last, only a few left.
$isco
Overcoats
$5 98
041114111411••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••
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Kersey, Beavers, Melton, Chev
closing price $1
24, $C 48 ,
iota in plain colors or fancy patFor the Little Folks.
terns, medium length or long
Furnishings Nearly Given Away
.
Children's
coats, Schwab's price $15.00,
F,uits, Schwahes
Handk
erchi
efs
ac
Bankrupt closing price .
price $1 50 to $6.59, Bankrupt
Sox,
gc
110
closing price,
$6.00, $7.5o and $to. Overcoats
Collars,
39c to $2 g8
IC
Ties,
$3.48, $3.24 and $4.48.
Children's Overcoats 98c to $3 98
3c
Suspenders,
6c
Corduroy Pants
These Overcoats are the finest
age
Overalls,' 38c Underwear ..zgc
ever offered at the price and
Other
Knee
Cain,
Pants
15c to 69c
.
.... I9C
comprise Schwab's entire line
Gloves,
A
few
r8c
Trunk
s and Suit Cases
sold for Si° oo'or less, Bankrupt
Shirts,
33c
at give-away prices
•••••••••••••••••••410
.
600•••••••••
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The biggest cut prices ever made. No such values ever off
ered before. :: This sale positively
closes Saturday night, February 3, 1906. NO CONT
INUANCE. : : : :
:

CLOSING SAR OF Int M. SCHWAB BANKRUPT STOCK
SCHWAB'S OLD STAND
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•
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its very erection to the light in a and immediately "surmising 'his in- counted for, and three Men are beAll We ask is the Chance
consumer's house, covering every tention, they rushed up and over- lieved to be the only survivors.
powered the. *operate young man These were seen on short by the
item of production and dilivery, and
from whose gasted throat blood whaling vessel Orion, near the wreck.
the declares;.41Asint*Ling that the ari- commenced spurting.
The sudden Six survivors were taken on the Saise+ ha-a contiintOusoutptrt of one- corrersotion upstairs threw the theatre vur, nine (etcamped at liarling creek,
half of its fiiii caPacity, which into a state of excitement and all a telegraph hut, and eighteen othOns
Elgin Creamery /inner,
•
ought to be the minimum of average directed their minute attention to 'the were picked up by the City of Topound packages
gallery, trying from -below to ascer- peka.
'28(
It is poor economy to have
-power house work for the day, the tain what was the trote,le above. The With the three
4 ths. for 25C Coffee and
seCn from the
your watch repaired by the
21 MB. Sugar for .$2.00
cost psi" kilowatt generation would players, upon the stage brought Orion, near the wreck, added to the,
CHEAP man
a cans T9rnatoes
not exceed one cent, even if 'we in- things to a staredletill amid the ex- survivors, the total is thirty-six,
You want FIRST CLASS
for
work at Reasonable prices.
150
cluded a franchite or municiptl tax citement -while others from the gal- leaving a death list of 119 pereoress.
2 cans Corn
lery rushed out after the police, while
We fill the bill exactly.
of $2,000 per annum. When, we Taylor was being
for
those
held
by
Notice
to
150
Farmers.
•
consider further, that the consumers overpowering 'him. Patrolmen 'John2 cans Peas
All farmers who in-tend to -raise
for
, nd Hessian were at The Palmer tomatoes for the Paducafh Packing
oi Louisville are paying mean rates son a
150
making
Pineapple
their
hurrying
rounds,
and
company
kilowatt
for
should
call at the factory
of fourteen cents per
for
to the theatre on being infortined of on January 30 or 31.
150
electric lighting and four cents per
the tragic and unprecedented in4 Ths. Navy Beans
kilowatt for 'electric power, we get cident, hastened upstairs where they
for
-Mrs. Turner Anderson ie , con150
some notion of the enormous profits took charge of the young man. He fined at her home on Clark -street
Thistle Peas,
per can
led away and taken to the City near Third with an attacka4 acute
in this business when it hae a fairly
Ha
where
he
Ise
now
langeriehes
package Gelatine
in
a
well established patronage."
ure cell, to prevent any repetition
for
SO
In Paducah the taapayers pay $12,- of the horrible act, as -he has been
2 packages Jello
Mr. John Nance and wife, of
coo per annum for fire plugs alone, relieved of his kiiife and every other Nashville, Tenn.., are visiting the
for
150
3 packages Mince Meat
a sum equivalent' to 4 per cent on thing he could possible utilize in try- latter's niece, WS." McGarriga,,,1
for
Mrs. Fannie Allard returned Yes$300,000, or enough 'to build a plant ing to carry out his violent and
250
twice-thwarted desire.
pro- terday front viaitiest in- Carrsville,
He
Sweet
Oranges, dozenof their own to say nothing of the claimed 'all the way
to prison that Ky.
25, 20, 150
profits on water to consumers.
they may as well let 'him alone, as
2 packages Oat Meal
Paducah is a growing city and un- be intended killing -himself, no matfor
A war between two Chinese so
150
2 cans roc Lye
lees the people demand and insist ter what came.
cietie9 in New York resulted irr two
After the exciting incident was over of the 'belligerents being killed and
for
that steps be taken to put this city
and the audience subsided, the players several others being badly injured.
3 sucks Salt
in the ranks with progressive eitiet proceeded with. their
production
for.
100
and own certain *public utilities, ale' Whicih was carried through to a finOld Phone x z7g
Sound Constitutional Views.
333 B'way
. future generations, will be called iSth -wit-hoist further interruption.
Only Tea and Coffee Stoee in
(Envinence Constitutionalist.
We leyve the man with the roses
'upon to 101Y millions of dollars .in
Paducah.
an
NOT A WOMAN NOR
on his tenger, the man vrho,ssees the
refits to private corporations.
CHILD IS SAVED. .b°3
441411144617•4111kaanlatitme 41i*
diundreds-'of- eititens are- orr
bright eyes; *hes novices your shabby
ni. as statipg that a denicieraticl. Death List 'of I/I-Fated Valencia Now coat, but praises your ettelious
sea
One Hundred and Nineteen.
I-11 was tried for years and
habit4; tire man who sees all faults„
beat whose tongue is quick bo praise
ds,wanting-a change was made,
Victoria, B. C., Jan. 26.-The and elow to blame. Wle like to meet 333 B'dway Old
Phone 1179
lo now the eyes of .the "Public wrecked Valencia
now ACC submerg- a man whose smile will light up
he rep
an general coun- Cc; and broken, (flat a portion of the dreariness, whose voice is WI of
• f
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RATES OF TAXATION
IN THIRTY CITIES.

ME REGISTER

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING-i0.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS

We Otter $50 Reward

Repairing Department

A. POLLOCK

WHY NOT PURCHASE YOUR
.School Books and
School Supplies at

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT,

TRAGIC ACT

BIG SPECIALS AZ.14E/4..f**.t.froMMIFArilAttr..fte;....M
..FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 27.;
IMPORTANT ri

J. L. WOLFF
Jeweler

wi
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150
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4
First-Class
Watch Works
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,

fired fatifk-ird
• & Coffee Co.
Only Tea & Coffee Store in Paducah

.11

22A Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.

RIAPNIgItRA').

I

viewsporow-Amoss:',Wrogwrisolowillek

Biggest Stock

Satisfaction *granted

Loud -Prices

Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

The PaducahFPHONESBT urnitureMa
„ nufacturing Co.
while Mr. A. J. Decker Will • have
charge of the office `for the cereal
eeftleattY. Mr. 'Shepherd will supervise the manufacturing part of the
celnieern, being are expert in that line.
JIM PORTER CUT SPAL HOCrAN He came here some weeks since and SUPT.
LIEB
MAKES
THI
/
AT SECOND AND KENROUGH ESTIMATE OF
perteeting organization of the comTUCKY.
pany went back to Pittsburg, but is
RESULT
Ilene to stay now, having brought his
fasuy., It is expected to work about
1 James
Doolin and Charles Grosshart so men when the plant first starts off. Mrs. Kate Stuart Secured to Fill
Charged With Fighting—Wet-Ile
Miss Anderson's Place—Miss
Dog Recovered
Company.
Singleton Resumes.
'Wlerd yesterday horn Phoenix,
Arizona, was that there had been
Yesterday
afternoon
about
5 lodged there the articles of incorporSupt. Lieb, of the public edhools,
("clock Samuel. Hogg, colored, was ation Paducahans sent) out a week or yesterday roughly estimated that
at
cut by James 'Parterre eolored, it two ago for the Paducah Bullfrog least 2,700 promotions had
resulted
Second and Kentucky avenue,' *fettle Mining company, that capitalizes at from this week's semi-ann
ual examruination of a,quarrel they had about $t,000,000, and has a $25,000 fund to inations, which mean*
that
this numdevelop
the Ito SleTeS of land they
Hogan not carrying the other along
ber of schatart step forward one dion a tow boat to carry ties Hogan .welted in the gold section el Ball- vision in the
same grade, or from.
being the "bogs" of the tie carriers frog district, Nev. The company the last division
of one class to the
can incorporate much cheaper under
for his craft.
first division of the next highest.
Arizona
than
laws
any
other state.
Porter cut hem once in the. *boulder
This number of promotions shows
etoeldhoilders
and once directly beneath the nabel, Yesterday here the
that the work accomplished during
elected
the
directors
of °barks E.
in the stomach, bin neither wound
the last half of the school term is of
is dangerous. They were' sewed up Graham, Frank L. Scott R. E. Ash- a most
excqllent character, as the
biro*,
George
Goodman
,
Samuel I.
by Dr. Jeff Robertson where Hogan
result
evidevie
s close application- by
was carried. by Officer William John- Levy and Henry Arenz. The officers the
children
and
retentive memory..
chosen
'vere
Frank
Scott,
president
,
son.
About sixty-three children were!
Porter got away and has not yet George/H. Goodman, vice president
promoted from the .B division, of the'
been captured by the authorities weer) and R. Edward AshbrOok, secretary
eighth
grade to the A division, and gememeggimmiimemeemegimemeg
and treasurer.
• I are kinking for him.
Mr. Aohbrook goes out to suprvise from the A division forty-one weer
work of developing the land that he promoted to the ninth grade, which •
Breach of Peace.
secured
control of while out West ia the first class in the high school.
James Doolin and Charles GrossThese semi-annual tests affect only ,
lait
month.
hart were yesterday arrested by
echolars up to the tenth grade and
1
Officers Johnson and Hessian on the
higher, as the examinations were
no
charge of engaeing in a fight.
started only two years ago and have
not existed long enough to affeot
Recovered Dog.
the higher studies. Yesterday afterYesterday
morning
Detective
noon the pupils all came to school
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANS
Moore returned irons Mhyfield, where
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
MAN," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC
•
he went on loftiness. Wesik there he COMMISSIONERS DO .NOT IN- at 3 o'clock and were presented their
AT 5oc
best cure for chapped face lips
monthly
reports
whereon
notation
ALL
TEND CUTTING IT THEMTHE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION
learned that the tsig Ma. Ben Weille
AT CUT RATE
and hands. Wintry winds dry
was made showing whether they
PRICE
SELVES.
lost last Mbiy was on she Sam Carrico
up
were
the
promoted
natural
not.
or
There
moisture
were
DON'T
FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS"
farm. and going out triter it brought
FOR
comparatively few demotions, and
thp skin. Henry's Aseptic
SHEET MUSIC. WE Iffte'E EVERYTHING
the canine bete to its rightfut7owner.
THAT IS'NEW.
the
superinte
ndent,
principal
s
and
The dow.aras seolen lase-May be a sin Before Legislature to Compel
Cream is a skin food that supteachers are aH more than well
carnival company attache and leaped
plies just the right bfood moistSecond Class Cities na Have
pleased with the advancements made
from the train while passing through
ure that is needed to make your
30 Officers.
• the Carrico farm doyen-- in Grave.
by the children, as their promotions
chapped akin soft and pliable.
evidence the excellent and progres4
Made of the purest ingredients,
county. Mr. Carrico's farm hand
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
Metniber John Bonds, of the police sive training the students have refound the dog on the place and
they kept him, not knowing whose it commissioners, yesterday said they ceived from those in charge of them.
Supt. Lieb yesterday said that the
would not take any action at their
sea..
meeting the setond Monday of Feb- proinotioos and changing
about
ruary looking towards cutting down necessitate considerable shifting next
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
the number of patrolmen employed Monday morning when the childie
come
back
In some instancl'
now by the city, as the board had
of the
no right to reduce the firite; that t nearly all pupils in one room tiav,.
DRUGGIST
been
promoted
Co the neet highei
newilser • of men op the department
INCORPORATES
WILL is stipulated by ordinance and the room and naturally this makes the
AND
SIXV AND BIROADWAY
eonanievieners had no right to inter- pupils of the higher tooth too many
PUT UP FACTORY IMto
accommo
be
dated
in
one
room.
MEDIATELY.
TELEPHONE 63.
prices ranging from $15 to $100.- /
The atriount of money appropriated This will necessitate a disision of the
for the police elepartmentefue .190e i4 classes and shifting about of the
abut
to pay present runnier scholars in order that' ase room will
Mr. Shepherd Returns to Start Cereal of Intoenough
jes, tea wiloat4a, service. or a bck crowded. Where the
promotion..
Plant—Mining Company Peeperever-ero
reduced
roomswd
of
number
pert
men,
taking
of
the pupils
off
ing Pot Ilisiness.
IE A BEAUT
REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
about three, itir A evil twelve months. will be played iii swither querter and
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
hue legiseative boards have said linage divided around again like they
MY PRICES APE:
they would not adopt ordinances or- ihave to be done at commencement
The feidiscali emote- Mannfacturing dering the force cut dberet an
the ex- 01 school during September.
company...has been organized here for pense would come within
Probabilities arc that a number of
the approthe purpose of manufacturing all priation for this year, while from new scholars will
be started in the
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW
character, of vehicles' and handling espreasionw it locks
FROM THILI
as if the com- firet grade to get the benefit ol the
FACTORY.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCIIEAFED SO
goods spa by leaf herworking estab- nvis-iont-rs will
hat
RAPhalf of the eeseion.
continue
the
e helmets. The company \ filed ar- present number of men wirking
IDLY I HAVE ILeD TO OPEN A N EXTRA
throughout
PARLOR TO DISticks. of incorporation • yesterday the ensuing twelve months,
PLAY THIS LINE
and let
New Teacher.
111Kiening with the county clerk. cape
the patrolmen sue the city and comI HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKE
tali:trig at $to,000, the stock divided pel payment of the
Yesterday morning /Supt. Lieb
N VICTOR
salary for the
into ehares of $too each, and sub- entire period, on Matter
arid
the
MACHIN
proper
ES. COME TO ME WLPH YOUR TVOUBLIeS
committe
e
secured
if the ap
WITH
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep- YOUR
scribed for as foes-Imes; John G. Reit- propriation is exhausted before
MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE 'YOU ALL INFOIM
the the services of Mrs. 'Kate apart to
*
ATION
kopf, Ge shares; ifitibre Estells Reh- year is up.
take charge of 'the third grade of the aration especially adapted for coughs HOW TO
CLEAN AND FIX THEM.
ALL
INFO:.MATION
kopf, 20 shares alt) J. Earl' Walters,
It tmgay be that instead of men hav- Washington schoce building because and colds accompanied by fever as in ABOUT OUR
MACHINES GRATIS.
20 shares. Mr. Rehikopf will be presi- ing to he'
the
former
teacher,
Miess
Clara
An- La Gripp, etc.
taken off the force that
dent, hie wife vice prevident and Jet. an increase will have
derton, has resigne& her place and
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU
to be made, as
DON'T 13E7 A
Walters secretary a•nd treasnmer.
the municipaktiee convniittee of the gone to St. Louis et remain bntil
PIG
IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYE
Very Palatable.
D AND IF
The company now has a deal on state legislature at Frankfort has ap- she recovers from severe throat aiiNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
for certain property in which to start proved a 'bile that wile
and
Bottles.
51.
tiretion
that
has
bother/4i
her
teeny
be presented
their factory that will manufacture , for enactment into a law, stipulating monehlte
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT
• witricv
0? NreEDLES—
everything connected with the buggy, that second °lass 66(.5 tritt$t have
Mrs.
Stuart
for
several
THE
years
has
VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER.MAKES,
at
WHICH I
harneoee sodaery and leather eine. • let thirty patrolmen continual
conducting a kindergarten
ly. in been
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING
They expect to cline the negotiations thee-service, exclusive
THEM
TM:
PROFITS
school
or,
North
Seventh
street and
of the chief,
ON MY NEEDLES.
for the building shortly, and install captain and lieutenant. This will
DRUG STORES.
give is quite an able and patient instructherein their machinery and outfit for about wren or
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE
eight more men to tor whose services will be most val& Jackson Sts.
asj
OPEN
the concern that will be increased' in the *scat force-, as
h & Chty St,. phonephone
there are ten men eable for the new work. Sihe will
FRQM r P M. TO g P. M
3111.
capacitiy as the business tlemands.
to the watch, two Watalleg. which give up her kindergarten altogether,
1 makes twenty patrolmen, then a as the rpublic school place demands
4 The Jotin G.
Rtilliropi TtagnzY rotn- chief, captain and lieutenant, that her entite time. She will take
patty, which ishiggvned by Mr. Rob- ereakee three more, or 23, and
tiwn dame next Monday.
bog, is in noiveya connected with the the two detectives, making a total of
—0—
new concern, but it will handle' in as. The Frankfor telegraph
Mias Singleton Returns.
ic dist
reeler form the vehicles and goods patches said yesterda
24,1iiiss Lizzie Singleton expects to
y the legislative
turned out by the lettere manufactur- committee sinetione
dl the bill, which return to her public school teaching
ins company,
/f you want your etothes cleaned,
had good prowpects of being adopted. next Monday after being confined
Even if this bill? does not pass, one for two months as the result of ill dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
.
-"Irt"..Pirgrea
Preparing to Start.'
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
official yesserday said the present ;health.
Mr. J. J. Sephard, of Pittsburg, number would he continue
the nicest line al samples for tints
on the
Pa., has nettarved here with liris fain- force' throughout the year, dand
in the def. Nolte made to order.
then
House
$sso.
at
ily. and is now preparing to start the city be sued
for the salary not
New 3-room Salem avenue house,
The OW Kentucky Cereal company,' forthcoming, as they
had able legal 2 minutes' walk from car line, rents
which fre-organiasd ..whiAr a adnice .to the effect
that the present for $7 per month. Pays is per cent.
month or two ale°, at
' time force could'not he reduced. inaennteh
Whittemore Real estate Agent":
re local capitalists enerser2ed to $25,000 as the commisetoners
,electeil for an Fraternity building. Both phones R35.
te Worth of bond+ 411F eh atm**.that entire year.,
- EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
imanufactute nude flake, grits, 1
THROAT.
We Write Anything in Inatiru.nee
hominy, feed-stuffs,' ctee e
f
,t41611,01eUTION NOTICE.
All parties holding claims against Office and Residence, Rdoms 3
and 4
, ;The. company has prociired the Mc-. '
...ftet,sissal Agreement, we have the estate of Emily Graham, are
Office
Columbia Building
diBroadway
Phones:Office, 1P.'S
Kinnie Veneer and Package compane this dety dieectlihed partnersh
i
ip in the rected to present them to the underPhone rov—Red.
planek of Mechanicsburg it'sk buse t eeeeeley basinces,
•
Mk. R. le Warren signed, properly certified to, else
ness in,• the itawmill now in that retiring kern ,tbe•firi
m
The firm they will be barred, according to law.
pewit beipg moved a littlic:futilher up' Valk*
Wareeid Ate Warren wife he
CHAS. •T.. GRAHAM. Adner.
in the yardte to eretke room for the as heretofore, ape the senior getrn_
cereal concern that Will eject adde her, me, WI, N. Warren,
will eortenue
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
1„44 s • # started 0
#
't
h
business.
All ntrties able-bodied unmarried men between Sold at
t
'eetelMeelerelltetrellintie
_Amp*-mot
threugh to completion within the counts in his hands for collectio
-42/<
n. United grates, of good cetareeter and
, Palmer House Bar.
next month. if possible. NTr. r. P. also the indebtedness of the
firm Well temperate habits, who can speak, read
McKinney. the Pittilititg map own- he met by him,
L. A. Limomarsino
and write English. For information
•
ing the 'veneer and peck
company,
WARREN & WARREN. apply to Recruiting
offices, New
sub
Is. interestediii the sw- tolteetn,
acribe for the tipAy Register,
2; 1906..
Richipoppd lipase, Fedi:cab, Ky.

NEGRO STABBED

2,700 PROMOTED

DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
TO TRY'OUR,,

•

ALL STYLES

We Do Repairing

SHOES

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WARRANTED

Lendler & Lydon

Phone 675.

O9 Broadway.

.4••••

•

Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

POLICE FORCE

it 50c

Books
Sold
at .sua"
. Y. 1•50 *
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.

DON GILBkRTO

J. G. Oehlschlaeger

NEW BUGGY CO.

Victor Talking Machines
The Vicf-r for $22.00

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound

il

/

7iinch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

50e

BACON'S

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

Paducah
Steam Dye Wurks
411.06.6.=••••11

DON GILE3ERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor.-Jackson,

PADUCAH, ITT

Ir661606.

6616.6.'

L. L. BEBOUT

Or. Childress

General Insurance Agency

claim3/4 Notioe.

306

J.. W. HUGHES

PABST BLUE - RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

16

GENERAL INSUKANCZ
Rumor
,
-'116 Frater.

5'64

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
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ite and private .to .his heart's vim;
tent.
,the most obnoxious and terrifying
i As a matter of fact socialism, in
F sense of woril, has. no 'hold in England compared to what it 'has in Germany or even ,in this country. But, on
the other hand, the labor unions ate
all-powerful,
and, - consequently
though we do not believe that socialof this couna.y. It is the opinion of ism and communism are the gainers
Gumption and Doctors.
the best it formed students of all we ace satisfied that the labor unions
(Atiterican Medhinc.)
the conditions of living here that will see to it that legislation
book
any
that
rare
is sec%
Gumption is so
there is corsfortable room for at
on the subject should be rare reading, least two or three /times the Present as they favor. Municipal ownership
is not only more general ija Great
and so it is. Would we 'had more of population
of the United States.
Britain than in America, but more
it and of them. It makes the ma-re
•••••
generally a success; and we may reago even more than money, for gunips
Creative Genius of Women.
sonably look for it to receive very
tion brings money, and that makes
(WaThington Star.)
cons
marked encouragement int the new
merely
is
It
anyway.
her go,
It is not true that woman lacks parliament. But a socialist spectre
ill/011 sense, of course, but that is
uncommon sense, after all. So it is creative gentlis. In fact, the invent- is not even remotely in view. Social
good to read of men with gomptioft, ive talent is riarked in woman, There betterment and a more intelligeot apand Mr. Nathaniel C. Fowler tins de- is usually something original in ber preciation of the point of vierw of the
scribed quite a few of them in his makeup.. The rude masculine ob- "workingman" these have come to
delightful novel', tel1ng of quite a few server who makes the charge that stay.
One word more, Mr. Chamberlain
PIMPS beside. As a bait, he starts woman is deihetive in creativeness is
out with a character sketch of the wrong. He 'has noted that when one will be to eppasition, encouraged by
otchstyle country doctor so chock- woman begin. to wear a certain or a personal victory in Birmingham.
ful of gumption that it just simply uccertain ste. 'e of hat every other And with Mr. Chamberlain as leader
c the same shape, of the opposition, one may be ceroozes out at every pose. "Day by woman'inust
day he pileerinnaged to the outlying be it shape' , shapeless. 11\!. has tain that it will be aggressive and
towns using as he wene—andselid sleseeveds—tiest- when one woman have plenty of backbone.
it all with castor oil. Babies didn't switches the fellness of her sleeve
cry for castoria in those days—and from the elbow to the shoulder or
e* Senator Burton.
don't yet. After being hooked good back again from the shoulder to the
. (Nashville Banner.)
and fast by the first chapter, a phy- elbow every other woman must do
The pitiful situation of Senator
sician is compelled to swallow the the eame. He has observed that Burton of Kansas was illustrated the
whole book; he can't get away from when one woman desigiss to Iiitke a other day When ire was compelled to
it. The young physician just starting cake She insists on borrowing the resort io a queer subterfuge to draw
out ought to know a little more than neighbor's recipe, though this argues his mileage. The senator, as is well
be learns in his lectures. If he has more for womares reverence for pre, known, is under conviction on a crimgumption he will learn it, anyhow. ceiltert than for her lack of original- inal charge, and is 'constrained to
but the chances are he hasn't got it ity. The observer has also noted keep out of the senate chamber. But,
and should read "Gumption" -to that the first woman got off the firct although, presumably, he draws his
learn that in dealing with Fick nen Frreet car backward and tlhat ever salary as senator regularly, he found
the personal equation of the
need of money, and
r rice every other woman has done himself in
is the thing to study. It is really as ..he same thing.
wanted to draw his mileage, which
important to know "what kinel
amounts to a considkrable sum. In
man the disease has got as to know
drawing mileage, however, it is necesThe 'Socialist Spectre.
what kind of disease the man has
sary that an official of the senate
(Henderson Journal.)
got," so that what seems to be
make oath that the member applying
The British elections are arousing for mileage appeared) in the senate
trickery is[merely •wining confidence.
upon which many an invalid starts to a great deal of interest in America chamber. Burton appeared in ' the
recover at onee. Its the kiss on the and. althouelh the results are neces cloak-room and called for an official,
baby's bruise-h-satisfying and cure sarily iticomplete, one may safely who asked to step into the chamber,
tive. After all, most of us only want draw some conclusions, which later but this the senator declined to do.
a little sympathy when we arc sick. returns will sercely modify mater- The employe, however, induced him
and, like big babies, we pine if we ially.
to come near the senate door so that
don't get it. Patients pay. well..for _
will he conceded by all officials within could see him, and

place of Ithie repubilisante Mast pretended to 'bald the electip,tel, This
went on all covet Louisville, and it
goes on all the time. There
'never
a fair election in that city and there
never will be until it is made impossible to stuff ballot boxes, to remove
She election from its appointed place
and to compel those who have been
appointed as officers to serve.
These things are provided for in
the 'bill offered by the Louisville „Bar
association, and that bill should be
passed.

good could' come from such participa• tion, and it might bring grave involvements. If it were a commercial
,cOnference only, the United, States
TO'
might be legitimately interested, but
its avowed purpose is to arrange, the
political adminietration of Moroccan
affairs. France, Germany and Great
Britain were engaged in a grave dispute about Morays°, a dispute that
threatened war, and this conference
was intended to settle the dispute.
It was nothing in Which the United
States was in any respect anaterially
and
concerned. Thie country cannot logiGetting Away From Poverty.
cally participate in 'old world affairs
(Success.)
and then insist that Europe keep out
The struggle :to get away from of the Western ifernispbere.
poverty has been a great man-deThe Democrats have the proper
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louise'
veloper. Had every human being side of the question. Their position
'Idle at 8 a. m. daily connects at
•been barn wit bei silver POOD in his is conservative and they stand where Danville, Icy., with solid
train of
mouth—shad there been no necessity the fathers stood, but in these re- Pullman sleepers
and
vestibuled
put upon him to work-hthe race spects the president hes the undivided coaches via Chattanooga and
Atlanta,
would still be in its infancy. Civiliza support of this party, and the Demo- arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so a.
tion owe, more to the perpetual *trier cratic opposition wilt amount to little
m. and St. Augustine to a. tn. next
gle of man to get away from poverty more than a criticism of his coerce.- day, without change.
Dining car
than to anything else. It is not pov- But the criticism may have the effect serves all meals en route.
erty itself, btg the effort to get away or arousing the nation to the danger
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louisfrom it that makes the man. We are of eras:kcal departures from the con- ville 7:4s g. fn., carries observation
so constituted that we make our stituecitual chart by which the ship sleeper daily except Sunday, Louit
greatest efforts and do our best work of state has heretofore been sailing. ville to St. Augustine, wittical%
•••••
while struggi'mg to attain 'that
Change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
Ihribery of a Gallant Editor.
the heart l6ngs for. Power is the rearriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
(South McAllister, I. T. News.)
sult of force overcome. The giant is
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.,
The editor of this paper begs to
made strong in wrestling with diffinleart
day. From Darivilie this is
culties., It lis impassible for one acknowledge receipt of the first bribe solid train of drawing
room sleepers, •
who does not have to struggle and to of this editorial career. Some days composite car, observation
car. etc.,'
ago
we
inquiries
made
of one of ow
tight obstacles to develop fiber on
Dining car serves all meals en route.
stamina. "To live without trial is society young ladies concerning a
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pulltrews:item Ind eliMed the following
to die but halt a man."
man ,sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:4j
reployi "Yes, it's true; but plc-e-e-ase
p. m. daily, running through to
don't print it in the paper. If you
Our Foreign Policy.
Knoxville, where connection ,is made
will heave it out i'11 give you a nick- at
(Nashville Banner.)
9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
el's
peanuts."
worth of
We are not to Jacksonville,
Senator Spooner, who recently
via Asheville, Comade indirect but nevertheless strong passionately food of peanuts, but ga; lumbia and Savannah,
arriving at
lantry
is our long suit. So we omitcriticism of some of the president's
Jacksoestille at g a. in.
measures of domestic concern, took ted to print the story. This mornthe floor as an administration champ- ing a Senrgambian gentleman, preWainer Tourist Tickets
ion rester-illy in the matter of foreign ceded by about six inches of pleaspolicy. This policy seems to furnish ant smile, wafted, into the editorial Good returning
until May 31st, Are
a line on which the old party divi- sanctum with a package under his now on sale
at low rates.
arm
about the size of a week's washsions are distinctly drawn.
The
Democrats- appear in the °id atti- ing. Peanuts! The whisk family will
Variable Tours
tude of strict constructionists and be kept busy for a week eating up
preservers of the traditions of the the outward and visible manifestaGoing via Asheville and "Land of
fathers, an attitude consistent with tions of our ventlity. We begin to the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
the history of the .party and one appreciate the joys of being a hood- and returning via Atlanta and
Chatler.
which can be strongly maintained.
tanooga or vice versa.
•
The president is accused of overFor the "Land of the Sky," "Wig.,
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp ter Homes," rather
handsomely
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
booklets, folders, rates, etc..,
Porteous Bros.
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hutrgerford, D.
HAVING LEASED OUR FOUN- P. A., Louisville, Ky. G. B.
Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. USA. W. C.,
TAIN TO
Rineareon, G. P. A.. Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.

FINE TRAINS
• Florida
via

Southern Railway

Queen & Crescent Routf

lustrated

BCH HAYS

HE HAS SUPPLIED IT WITH
EVERYTHING NECESSARY FOR
FIRST-CLASS SERVICE
CALL
AND SEE

Il-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
1111eols Central R. R.

The Illinois Central maintains clod'
ble daily service, and operates the
best of train*, with Dining Cars, Buffet-Library Cars, Chair Can and
SEVENT11 AND BROADWAY. Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, 4t.
Louis,
Cincinnati and Louirrile .•
TEL. 756
read for reaching the Winter Tourist resorts of the South, including
New Griming, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss.. Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orkane Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican
'de
coast resort having the new, fine
Odic* aver Globe Bank and Trust
'Great
Southern" Hotel. Regular
Co., 3o6 Iircadwap,
ocean steamship mailings ings New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Aomori..
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
Send or cell for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.

HAYES

Dr. Sidney Saga

SCENE FROM "THE'HOLY CITY" AT THE KENTUCKY THIS AFTERNOON MATINEE AND TONIGHT.
it, and the successful doctor dise
penises it .witf his drug's, while the
beamed fool, who hasn't any eympithy to spare, is a flat failure,
though his treatment in other ways
may be therapeutic perfection.

—LAWYER—

students of English polItfics that the
victory of the liberals is, in effect,
the victory of the British workingman, who, with one stride, has risen
irom a direct representation of seven
members to nearly ten times that
share in the commons. Labor..has
justified the contention made by
John Burns fifteen years ago that
lcirstinized itolitical action kin the
rart of the working dame.% will finaHy create a party which all others
'Ail have reason to respect and some
others will 'have reason to fear."

this sight of him was assumed to be riding the constitutional prorogative
sufficient to justify the making out of'of the senate in the anmngement WM practice in all courts 4
haciry
the proper certificate.
lie mode with Santo Domingo, and
This was a very, humiliating posi- of violating all precepts alid precetion for a United State, senate, arid dents by unnecessarily entangling the
the incident reflects no credit on the countsy with a European political
man who would resort to such an conference with Which we are in no
Sympathetic.
Highest price paid for second-Mal
expedient to draw money to which he respect concerned.
was clearly not entitled. Mileage is
(Harper's Weekly.) ,
What the president) really did in ti5toVes
allowed to congressmen only for at- Santo Domingo
Among our circle of friends there
was to agree upon a
tendance
members
as
service,
for
and mod% vivendi with the existing
was a very warm supporter of the
gotit is evident that Burton did' not in ermnent
S. P. C. A., who, though earnest
embodying substantially the
proper
any
sense
attend
the senate.
Bay anything and sell everything
and sincere, sometimes bored by
provisions of a proposed treaty on
overzeal. We set trap to lead her
which the senate had failed to act. az11-eao Court street. Old phone 1311
Amend the Election Law.
It looked very much like an evasion
into an admission of the evill its anThe respectand the admiration for
of the senate's constitutional prerogaimal nature, but she always man- so successful an organization
(Owensboro
Inquirer)
have
aged to make out a good case for her been granted with every indication of
The legislature at Frankfort shows tive and the assumption of a power
durisb friends. One day we felt that svillingnees; Britons always applaud signs of being the best body of its that the constitution denies the presiMoving wagon in conneetioo..
we at last had a case in which ehe a good fighter, and the workingman kind that has assembled! in the state dent by a mere change of names—
could have no poetible sympathy for hse Shown "hat he can fight with his in several years. In several instances calling the agreement a nrodus vivendi instead of a treaty.
the animal. It was a dreadful story, head as well, if not better,
than he it has shown a spirit of fairness and
published in a newspaper, of a ibaby can with his fists. But fear,
consideration
that
to
leads
broad
A modes vivendi arises properly
that is
who had been literally eaten alive by quite another matter;
and how far the hopes of its usefulness. It has dealt when some kind of temporary agreeBROOKHILL
BUILDING,
a large and ferocious cat. We gave element of fear of the labor repre- with the contests before it in a- ju- ment is necessary to prevent conTELEPHONE NO. 444.
her the clipping and watched with sentatives is henceforward to affect dicial spirit, dismissing some and set flict. There was, for example, a
satisfaction the tears gather in her the calculations, of their
vivendi concerning
the
colleagues i thing others, while one or two capes rriodus
eyes as she read: "We've got her a nice question.
are 'held up for information, and not Alaskan boundary until that dangernow,"• we murmured, triumphantly.
passed on, in tht blind partisan spirit ous question- could he settled beSome people apprehe• nd an attack that usually governs in such matters. twee-sr
Finally she looked up and we all
the United State* and Great
e4 right$others foreshadow
held our breath to listen to her row
It is to be hoped that it will radi Britain by arbi ration. But in the
mint. She spoke in heart-broken socialism and coniTunism and warn cally amend the election laws on the matter of Santo Doorinero the part
tones. "Think,' she said; last us to beware of German social de- lines proposed by the T,ouisville Bar taken by the United States was purethink how hungry the poor cat must mocracy. Surely this is to call up association. That body is made up of ly gratuitous. There was no conspooks and spectres where none ex- democrats and republicans,
have' been!"
and thee flict there in which we were Orme&
ist. A German social democrat -is a bill it has prepared is fair
and host- iately concerned and which could not
very mild-mannered gentleman, in- est in every line, and nothing
No Excuse for Pessimism.
short await settlement in the regular way.
clined to Utopian day-dreams, not of what it proposes would be fair or The president undertook to collect
Boston Globe.)
In what James J. Hill, the great particularly practical and neither rev- 'honest. The recent election in .Lottis Santo i Donzingo's custom revenues
railroad man, has had to say re- olotionary nor an anarchist. Prob- vine ,has shown the power of the and par her foreign debts—to act as
Will bring pleasure re your
cently about the fortunes of this ably the call; himself a Free-Thinker, criminate. Who have been. running a receiver for the bardcropt republic
home
during the long winter
country there is an echo of Lord certainly he 'hat more than a pelite things in tilikt city. A ',allot box was in liquidation of its responsibilities.
doubt
as
to
the
divine rights of kings opened ther7 and even ,the Courier- He has justified the action on the
Marattlay'e fansoue omen. Mr. Hill
evenings. They are playing
asks, "Where are the emigrants rush- and, ever and anon, he may print Journal and Times had to admit the ground that it was necessary to prenow at our store.
Come in
ing to our shores to end up?" and some sarcastic reference to "Busting evidence of astou.ndling corruption vent European ipterference in Santo
and
hear
them.
Than
you'll
Domingo
affairs;
but
answers, "Not on the land. We, Billy" which the kaiser, with a plentithe
senate havthessight exposed. A candidate
have no more to offer 'them. They ful lack of tact, at once translates who received its votes in the pre- ing failed to take a favorable view of
Want on
Big selection of
most crowd into the cities." Lord into lese-majestes. Triert our en- cinct had all of those votes stolen the proposition the president was
records.
Macaulay said that the r•al test of thusiast goes to jail and is wellcomed ham him except ten, the .stolen apparently disregardful of constituAmerican inatitutione would come as a hero and a martyr. In Great votes were then given 'to his op- tional restrains When he carrieS out
Britain he would be less of a vision- ponent. The proof of the theft was the plan 'by enteatts of a so-called
countr
C;e11Z;
hipopect
As:ary, hut in no danger from the po- absolute, and it was worked by the modulo vivendi.
tila
ys as
. bes
• "
matter of fart, Lord Macualay 'had lice; if the seventh fhlward is not to democratic officers, who . moved the
As to participation hi the Algeciras
'
no reason and James J. Hill 'has his liking, no one will lose any sleep voting place without notice to their conference, that is purely an old
11
hardly more reason to indulke in on that account; if the house otior4s.. Srektihhean_associatets appointeci_othe world."mix-uP" in minds it does not
:CI,; pessimistic prophecies of 'the future excite his ire, Ire may say so in pub- Cr amocratic thieves, to take the behoove us _to purtlicipate.
Lit4
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Havana Vie New Orleans.
Havana. Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the now ocean
liner, twin-ecrew, nineteen knot
5. 1. Prince Arthur
i
leavingNew
Orleans evereWeiinelf
day at 4:00 p. m. and arriving
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with connections at Memphis from Cincinnati
And Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
sputh to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and Atlanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and California via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at Nees_
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entirir
trips made in special private vestiu e trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excurigh
sions to California. Excursion
cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransieco as follows: Via New Orleans and the Soathern Routes every Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnat i and Loniswille
via Omaha and the Scenic Route
ery Wednesday from Chicago. evFull Particulars concerning.
all of,
the above can be had of
agents of:
the Illinois Central and
conneetin4
hies or by addressing either of
the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cincinnati.
W. Harlow, D. P. A., LouisLouise
ville
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A.,
Mem
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T.
M.,
Chicago.
S. -G: HATCH, G. P.,- A.,
Chicago.,
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Dr.. B. B. .rffith

In
NG THE WORLD WARM: "Yes,'my dear," said the fond husKEEPI
S.
TRICK
it.
PHIC
of
OGRA
thought
PHON
ne
find asitect him what
HER Er11.
_
band, "they are--er—um—well, they phones 240 at residenc. Office hour*
Now the clerk was a wide-awake New
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
ting Tricks That Are PerInteres
good cigars of their kind, but
are
N
once:
at
said
he
eyeng
Yorker and
Flowers are her garden's
Zones Will Always Be
'
g
Talkin
a
with
You see—"
give
formed
they—
but
alone
7 to 9 a. in.; I to 3 p. m,7 to p. at,
They watch for her
"He isn't going to do a thing
Comfortable.
"Now, dovsy," said the gentle wife,
Within whoa* smile there lies
Machine.
You go up and see him."
pass.
a
you
A beauty like her own;
BUILDING.
"I know you can't find a more taste
TRUHEART
So Binkersley went up to the offices
If all the peoples of the earth should
Their fragrant lids they ope
g
amusin
and
ting
to
interes
asked
able cigar than that. It is the
Some
and
y
compan
railroad
the
of
as
see
warm
to
kept
morn
on
at
insist
being
y
haste
In
suddenl
1212th
Performed with
y latest „tint of brown. I matched
Her who Is all their hey*.
Both photie s88 it the office.
see the-passenger agent. The DatilleughT "stunts" that .may
during the cold months as the average
piece
a
or
with
y
pbone
,
carefull
grapho
very
machine
a
Bo fair is she!
talking
cigars
agent had gone out to lunch.
American does, the resulting demand 'the
I
"Pehawl" Said Binkersley in a nettled phonograph are described. In addi- for fuel would revolutionize the world's lof the goods of my new dress, and
Stars are her heaven's eye,—
that
shade
the
says
him.
itself,
-precise
e
see
is
to
the
steeps.
it
to
the
machin
tion
she
ly
sure
while
am
express
her
They watch
tone. "I came here
trade and transportation, says Youth's
.
DR W. C. EUBANKS.
Lilies of paradise!
It la on business that Is important to Scientific American. The author notes, Companion. Nothing impresses our Is most popular tilts winter."—Judge
White pearls in azure deeps!
records
road."
blank
the
few
to
a
r
and
a
relating
recorde
ing
Someth
(Homeopathist)
him.
winte- travelers among the civilized
For her their glow and gleam
Disappointed.
Binkersley said this so sincerely and will be needed. The first trick, which peoples of Europe more than the low
Throughput the tranquil night,
"Dear me," She said,- altsn she' was
ne ISO.
Bringing the lovely dream
looked so as if he had come a thousand he names the "Speech by Tom temperatures which they endure. Mr.
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Pho
one,
delight.
new
n
a
Forir
was
ed:
who
ced to the aspiring young au.
"
k,
is
thus
perform
introdu
Thumb,
miles, that thasler
s
ay.
Howells, in his recent book, -London
Rronde
Residence, Sro
"The machine must be speeded up Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng- thor, "Isn't it funny how people
asked him in to one of the inner offices
were nor stars are eyes
Nor
Phone 149,
• Fot me. I follow one—
and settled him comfortably and offered as high as poseible, and an announce- lish fireplace, with its meager outgiv- will' form idols? I had pictured you
Her lover—shadow-wise.
a cigar from the agent's box, and ment recorded on a blank in a deep, ing of heat, but concedes that "At the to myself as st3mehow like the hero ot
him
Companion to the soul
Binkerslee the little "gent's goods" man loud voice, The machine should be end It is a question of whether you would your story."
Her eyes, both Sower and star.
Cech Reed
"Oh. And don't you find any re J. C. Flournoy
sat back in a.swivel chair and smoked quickly slowed down to eighty revolu- rather be warm and well, or cold and
In loveliness outshine;
a perfecto that tasted very strange to tions per minute, and -the speech or well; we choose the Ant course, and they semblance?"
Ilireora of Lev* they are.
Reflecting mine!
"Not a bit. You know you described
him, and felt that he was practically one monologg=2recorded at that speed, choose the last."
—Frank Dempster Sherman, ta Smart of the high officials of the road.
him as being handsome and witty."—
diste
to
articula
taken
being
care
desmall
makes
of
world
the
rest
The
Set.
He sat there until he welt so hungry tinctly. When the blank is full and mands upon the fuel supply for warming Chicago Record-Herald.
he didn't know what to do and thee he reproducer may be substituted for the dwellings. In some cold regions of the
The Raise in Salary.
asked where the rellroad restaurant recorder, and the machine be brought earth it is regarded as detrimental to
Bldg.
died
Rooms IC. IL and ZS, Columbia
was, and he went down there meaning up again to high speed at which the health to have rooms artificially heated. The boy whose relatives all
sport
reigning
the
was
When
baseball
lunch,
his
to spend at least a quarter on
announcement was made. When the In many cold regions the people have Now strikes the boss Decanse, he says,
PADUCAH. KY.
but it looked too very swell that he felt record is reproduced at this speed the little more artificial warmth than the
He needs more cash for their support.
—N. Y. Sun.
it would be small in him to spend lees the result will be the loud voice of domestic animals in our barns.
than a dollar, and that is what the lunch the announcement, followed by a rapThe United States has been peculiarly
HE HEART
By CHARLES BA.TTELL LOOMIS
oost him, exclusive of the tip. He had id, pinched-up little voice making the fortunate, first in its enormous wooded
(Author of "Cheerful Americans,” etc.)
no change smaller than a half dollar, so speech.
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oilhe asked the waiter to change the silver
The second trick described is the wells and natural gas. The coal supply,
(CorWlett. IPS. by 1•411Ph B. sewles.)
:so
for him, and that obliging fellow reproduction of a whistling duet, in it is estimated, will last, at the present
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
quarters, which was in which both parts are performed by rate of consumption, nearly 2,000 yeare.
"Yes, sir, I'm going to Chicago an brought back two
And Binkersley
However long the great coal supplies
the same person. This is effected as
business," said Binkersley to a rubur- the nature of a hint.
Nort hFifth, Both Phone
a quarter to
gave
he
is,
pair
it—that
a
took
buy
to
In
stopped
the world may hold out, It is safe to
of
had
:
follows
banite who
temperbut
,
waiter.
the
the
of
expense
Residence mar Clay, Old Phone 169d
"Put on. a blank, and after the speed predict that the peoples
of gloves. "It's quite an
After lunch he "felt fine," and he went Is at about 160 revolutions whistle ate zone will not have to migrate to the
my wife thinks I'll get it back In health.
Chicago Is quits a bustling city, so I've up to the office. again.
some popular piece of which you tropics each winter, even after all the
"Very sorry, sir," said the clerk."but know the second part. When the coal is exhausted. The winds and the
always heard, and I may get ideas for
telephone from
my business. Castor gloves? No, we're we've just recelved a
record is full set the recorder back tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
be back until
would
won't
he
and
How
Gregory
now.
Mr.
all out of those just
to the beginning again without stop- effectively as the waterfalls, and there
to-morrow or next day. He's called ping the machine. When the record- are other heat-giving possibilities; but
YOU go to Chicago? What train?" '
ways,"
chief
dozen
of town."
out
half
a
are
Architect and Sup=intendent.
"Why, there
ing points gets to the commencement for the present coal is the world's
Binkersley was disappointed, but he of the piece the first part will sound reliance for artificial heating.
said the suburbanite, who was a travfor Fraternity Building,
chap and
eling man. "Why don't you get•pass?" was a philosophical sort of
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
only
was
it
and
498 Red, New Phone 3s.
store,
time,
Phone
little
good
a
Old
had
the
had
OR
he
said
"Me get • patter
the cue and the pitch for the second, PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESS
.
keeper. "No, air. I've always paid my a prelude to big business
which should be recorded not quite so
Kentucky.
News of Government Proceedings
That evening he took his wife to the loUdly as the first.
Paducah:::
way."
by Mr.
ld
Withhe
Often
"That's all right," said the traveling theater, a thing he had not done sines
exthis
of
"Several modifications
Roosevelt.
man; "but you know these railroad cor- he stopped getting bill-board tickets. periment will suggest themselves. The
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you
if
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good
affairs,
a
cost
The theater
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ful,
y
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perfectl
be
not
first Lissy
E. H. PURVFiAlit,
Roosevelt is the most
he got the very best seats in the second but that needs, not be considered a • President
can get a pass. I'd do it."
Mr. Oldbatch—'If your second hus
nothing
you
that
play
Don't
it?
news
do
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you
after
do
and
,
suppres
ful
how
balcony
"Well,
a will, at
drawback, as a spoiled record can be success
the White band died without making
would do for this man-about-to-get-aViva to be rich?"
a little the country has had in
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a
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with
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easily
third—
a
get
you'll
least
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
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taurants,
practical joker
topic is discussed
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
it sudden.—Chicago Journal.
that
decides
New Phoqe 490.
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ley was already inoculated with "pass look extremely
and
are all removed, after which a soft
fever." so he said:
ALTIES:
be unwire to let the news of
SPECI
Next morning Mr. Binkereley went
would
record
the
d
around
cloth is wrappe
In the Crowded Car.
"Rich? No. It all depends on the way uptown, and he went in a cab. It was
it get into the newspapers, be has
Abstracling of Titles.,
to give a polish. Hard or gold-molds one thing I notice about
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for
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in the confer- Mr. Sulfisch when he rides." said
ating
particip
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those
all
Law.
Estate
Real
way, which fact suggests Another
horsey girl, "he bOttiite•2ri up and down
the eight-track road is a jolly fellow,
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THE RIVERS
Staea Yesterday.
Cairo, 35•4; rising.
Chattanoog..., 21.4; rising.
Cincinnati, 27.8; rising.
'Evansville, 2.4,5s rising.
z
2
7
'
'; falling.
JohneOliVill•, 22.2; rising.
Louisville,::.7; rising.
Mt. Carrne:. 16.8; rising.
-Nashville, a.;.2; ialliusj
Pittsburg, 1..8; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 12.6; falling.
St. Louis, 13.3;. falling.
Mt.' Vernois 25.0; falling.
Paducah, 30. t;
Burnsides 6.s;
Carthage, 11.7; tenni.
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P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Good and Became Despondent— 4 tbs. fresh Soda Crackers for ..25c
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Affected Parts Now Clear as Ever
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•
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